Testimonials for Catherine Borromei
Cath’s knowledge of the products available and her ability to translate that information in to simple terms
for her customers is awesome! She has made everything to do with the financial aspects of our land/house
purchase so much easier and made a potentially stressful time in our lives so much simpler. Thanks Cath we couldn’t have done it without your help!!
Fran, Mullaloo
Catherine’s level of service and care are second to none! She has a way of making you feel like you are her
most important customer and she ensures that she knows exactly what you need to facilitate this. I cannot
fault her and consequently, have utilised her knowledge on a number of occasions and recommended her
to both friends and colleagues.
Tracey, High Wycombe
Great customer service, very knowledgeable and helpful to insure we received the best option to suit our
needs.
Shay, Mount Lawley
I have had many home loans in my life mostly through our ‘personal banker’ at our bank - we have never
had such a worry free, hassle free time ever as this one with Loanport! Thank you!!!
Kerri
Catherine provided prompt, friendly and professional service. She made the refinancing of our mortgages
easy and we were able to save $100’s off our monthly repayments. I would have no issue recommending
Catherine to anyone who is looking at refinancing.
L&D Psaila-Borrie
Catherine was fantastic from when we starting getting the ball rolling of refinancing. She was always in
contact with how things were going and made the process of refinancing smooth and stress free.
J Brabin
I have been using Catherine @ Loanport for a lot of years now and no matter how hard the task is, Cath
always comes through for us. Cath is very knowledgeable of the banks products and keeps up to date with
the latest information. Cath always keeps us informed all the way through on each loan she has gotten for
us and reviews the banks interest rates regularly, doing the best for her clients.
Carolyn
Catherine offers a great service, she takes the time to listen to what you need and what your expectations
and requirements from lending facilities are. She promptly responses to emails and phone messages and
keeps you updated with how the process is going. I have recommended Catherine to several friends who
have all been extremely happy with her service.
Kerry

Catherine’s professionalism and efficiency have been just fantastic. She really takes all the stress out of
arranging a loan and finance. She’s very patient in explaining various products and so knowledgeable. I
recommend her to anyway, she’s just fantastic!
Felicity
Catherine was amazing to deal with from the very first phone call to the lovely hamper I received when
the property settled. She’s a lovely person and her passion for property and finance showed when she
went out of her way to help me look at properties to purchase and even came to an auction with me on a
Saturday. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend her to anyone looking for a mortgage broker.
Tracey
Cath takes the time to fully understand your personal financial situation, in order to save you money and
provide the best options. She goes above and beyond to visit at time convenient to YOU - for us that was
after 7.30pm when our children were all in bed. Finally, she is very thorough with all paperwork, and won’t
miss a thing, so you know she is completely across your situation and needs! An absolutely pleasure to deal
with!
Simone
I have had many home loans in my life mostly through our ‘personal banker’ at our bank - we have never
had such a worry free, hassle free time ever as this one with Loanport! Thank you !!!
Kerri
Catherine has provided us with patience a great variety of products and explained all our questions with
high confidence and knowledge. Always reacted on changes during our house hunt with the best result.
Catherine made our experience in buying our first own house a walk in the park. Thank you for your
support!
Marco
Clear and easy to understand explanations about the mortgage process. Worked hard to secure a
competitive mortgage interest for me. Made the whole process run smoothly as I reside overseas and
couriered documents to me in a very timely manner. Kept me up-to-date and informed during the whole
process.
Sharon

